-?moke Pot, Not Iraq
Bard students seize democracy at New York Ciry anti-war rally.

I

by jJacob Cottingham

"Smoke pot. not Iraq," said one protest sign in New York City
on February 15. in what was the world's largest global
protest ever. Some 603 nations across this fair planet
made their presence for peace known in rallies and marches. Respectable estimates said 500,000 people flooded
ew York City in costumes and holding signs, blocking
streets and taking over the City 1na scattering of permit-less
marches. Some of these marches were so big they were
blocked off at every artery to First Avenue and Dag
Hammarskjold Plaza with blue police barricades. The large
protest turnout seemed to provide momentum to the March
5 plan urging businesses, teachers, and workers to walk out
and away from their places of work. The date comes on the
heels of recent
news that the US
A11Force and
Navv plan to
launch between
300 and 400
cruise missiles at
Iraq targets early
in March.
If the
measure of a successful protest 1s
gathering support
and demonstrating the dedication
of those dissenters within a
society. then the
February 15 rally
1nNew York City
was a huge success. Four buses
carrying some
250 Bard students shuttled a
healthy portion of
the student population down to
Union Square.
where one of
many unsanctioned marches was to begin.
While many of the students, myself included, had
not part1c1patedin such a large-scale protest before, there
seemed to be a recognition of the critical steps towards war
that had been taken recently by the US. Overlooked in the
post-September 11th world was a political rationale for
attacking citizens in a democracy. In a system of government where the mandate of power comes from the people,
those people are responsible by default for the actions of
their government. On Saturday, it was evident that there is
a large contingency of Americans who do oppose .the
aclions of our elected leaders, and they are striving to make
their voices heard.
As the Bard buses approached Union Square, tenSIOnsbegan to rise as cops were spotted on literally every
block. Driving past empty police buses and paddy wagons,
the students saw the power of the police whose duty was to
contain our frustrations. Speculations were abound as to
whether there would be mass arrests, and there seemed to
be some nervousness over whether enough people would
brave the morning cold and cops.
At the meeting point, there didn't seem to be an
awful lot of people, and the police had the square ringed
with ew York's finest. The march got underway, as several
hundred students began chanting and walking towards the
library. We stayed on the sidewalk as the police maintained
an almost constant jog beside us on the street. People
seemed to get warmed by the shouting and marching, and
the cops tried several times to section off the group and
divert us from linking up with other marches that were going
on simultaneously throughout the city. At one point, the line
of protesters turned into a parking lot, blocked from further
street access by a line of police in riot helmets. There was a

moment of chaos as some people yelled "Don't go in there!"
drawn all over the dust that covered covered its surface.
as others dashed into the lot, circumventing the police by
The excitement continued to build and people
coming out on the opposite side. It was inspiring to see the
began climbing up light posts, chanting, singing and exhortcops Jogging at a good clip in order to funnel the marchers
ing others to let their voices be heard. Cops soon moved in
up ahead. Someone yelled "We got 'em on the run now!" as
and tried to barricade off a whole section of people who
a column of police ran past us, panting beneath their winter
were trying to join from the north. As that crowd swelled
gear.
At this point, the larger group of protesters was split up, and I lost my friends whom I was
supposed to stay with for safety. My new contingent was stuck for some time at the entrance to a
side street, blocking several cars including an
open roofed double-decker tour bus. Cheers
began filling the air as the protesters realized they
had an audience not only on the bus,
but also in the elevated walkway
above the street. When the police
finally forced people onto the smaller
street and the bus was free to move,
almost all of its occupants let out
their own cheers of encouragement,
flashing peace signs and smiles.
Other colleges may have sports
teams to channel their manic enerBard students laying it all on the line. Courtesy of indymedia.ORG
gies, but it soon became apparent
that Bard has the political process on
which to vent their youthful lungs. Columbia's
against the metal railings, I joined a bunch of people behind
protest contingent may have had the most
the cops urging them to let the protesters through. There's
cheers and better organization, but no other
nothing like getting in some cop's grill screaming "Let them
group could match the sheer rowdiness and
through! These are our streets motherfucker!" and knowing
volume of Bard kids, who often just let loose
that 500,000 people had your back. The railing then
with guttural screams of no actual coherence.
pushed apart and people began running past the cops, unitAfter being trapped 1na side street for over an
ing the two large groups. One kid ran nght past a cop, who
hour, the police marched a bunch of horses
yanked him hard to the concrete by his collar. Having been
down the middle of the road, separating the
on both ends of this maneuver during rugby games, I can
students for a short time. During this moment,
tell you that it takes some adrenaline to pull off and it would
I harkened back to my Kentucky horse experireally, really hurt on concrete. Immediately, he was surences, and let out a series of piercing
rounded by cameras, still and video, with everyone else
screams, unsettling the beasts and their police
chanting "The whole world is watching!" While it was debatriders. One Bard student screamed out "Get
able how much of the world was watching, certainly the New
those animals off those horses!"
York lawyers guild was, and the cop slinked off to the side
When we were finally allowed to march
amongst a growing chorus of "Shame! Shame!"
again, it was obvious that there was an audiSometime during all this, two Bard students, Ali
ence of citizens who were forced to reckon
Tonak and Kiernan Rok, climbed atop a bus stop and
with the growing support of those who were against the war.
unfurled a bed sheet sized sign which read "When the
Taking it to the streets for sure. The police also had a van
bombing starts, America stops." This gesture proved to be a
with the sliding door open, cruising at a cool 8 mph and
crowd favorite, as people milled around them snapping phovideotaping the string of protesters. Occasionally we would
tos and shouting words of encouragement. (These cats
link up with another contingent of marchers and cheers
would later be arrested around Times Square) A couple
would go up all along the line as the groups merged. The
poked their heads out of a low level apartment and held out
police had forced those marching into a zig-zag pattern that
peace signs to the cheering throng below. As it became
stalled us getting to the actual rally for some time. This
clear that people were unable to move closer to the rally due
actually seemed to help spread the message of peace, as
to the congestion, the "People's Sound System• went into
the ever growing group walked
by department stores, fancy
restaurants, and ethnic eateries. One guy walking next to me
urged two bystanders, "We need
an attractive couple, come join
us!" Flattery, of course, will get
you nowhere and they remained
bystanders.
Around 59th street
enough people had come
together to force the street to a
standstill. At this point I was
with a contingent of about 6
other Bard students, several of
whom were experienced protesters. We tried in vain to get over
several blocks, but were forced
away by police barricades and
stationed cops guarding them.
Now it was obvious what a
Sure or unsure?
broad coalition had formed over
peace. Not only were there the expected activists and hipfull effect. There were constant updates on the marches
pies (current and ex), but there were a good portion of famifrom mobile street units and the speeches of those at the
lies and little kids, old ladies, veterans, and middle aged
rally broadcast across a small radio band, which was relayed
couples. There was even a group of bike messengers clogto the crowd via several boom boxes. The couple at the winging the lanes with their bicycles.
dow set up speakers on their window sill and tuning the
As the group of Bard students I was with finally
radio to the prescribed station, cranked up the volume.
made 1tto 1st Ave., we were greeted by an unbelievable
Some restaurants on the street also turned to the station,
sight. The street was filled with demonstrators stretching as
and the crowd calmed down slightly as the words of
Desmond Tutu, Angela Davis and others filled the streets.
far as you could see in either direction. When we got into
A veteran's group took charge of a section of the
the thick of it, we let out a victorious scream that inJected
street, chanting about knowing the horrors of war, about
the crowd with a new energy. The cheering went up and
how war kills Americans and robs mothers of their sons.
down the street, and it was amazing to hear the crowd pick
The crowd on 1st Ave. seemed to give them special attenup on it, the screams and whistles spread up both ends of
tion as the soldiers who knew war and didn't want others to
the street and ringing off the buildings, amplifying the sound
know its horrors. Shortly thereafter, the group I was with
that much more. It was the rush of suddenly realizing thoumet up with another cluster of Bard students. Vincent
sands of others shared your view. Matt Dineen started up a
Valdmanis was one of these and he told us how they had
cheer "We don't need a permit, this is what democracy looks
thought the rest of the Bard students had been arrested
like!" Soon there was a whole section of the crowd chiming
in, as the street began overflowing with bodies. An empty
police bus was covered in signs, and peace symbols were
Continued on page 6

Columbia's protest contingent may have had
the most cheers and better organization, but no
other group could match
the sheer rowdiness and
volume of Bard kids,
who often just let loose
with guttural screams of
no actual coherence.
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White Powder All Over BardCollege
The blizza,rdworld of snowyHudson Valley.

I

by Jaqueline Moss

I

The storm of a century.

A devastating blow was struck to the heads of many
students this week when the Bard bookstore removed
their Spark Notes display. Steve, the bookstore's
manager told the Observer reporter that it was upon
the request of the administrative body of our fine academic institution. Reportedly, last week, John Doe, a
self-medicating freshman was found begging the
store clerk for the notes late Monday morning. "Justus
Rosenberg won't accept my paper one day later,"
remarked the ignorant freshman.
Some students involved in the anti-war movement
have decided to follow the lead of activists at larger
universities and have a student strike on March 5.
While at first this might seem like some kind of sophomoric excuse to miss a full day of classes in the middle of the week, it is planned to be a seriously educational event. It is expected that some of the more
burnt-out members of the student body might take a
"sick day." Hopefully some of the more conscious
members of the community will use the day as a
means of informing themselves about what they can
do about stopping the war in Iraq.
-JN

Hey Kids, Join the
Clubs
Cutting school can be an educational venture in college.
by ~om Mattos
Okay, new clubs: The Asian Film Club has, so far, amazed me as one
of the most dedicated and interesting new clubs this semester. If
you've eaten in Kline at all this semester, you've probably read their
publication "Asian Movie Times," which serves as an "introduction" of
sorts to the Asian Movie ignoramus. While I've never made it to one
of their screenings, I always promise myself I will. The movies always

sound interesting, most of them seem pretty violent. The AFC
received one hundred and fifty dollars from the planning committee,
which will go far to secure "sick, sad Asian movies," according to AFC
staffer J. Lowe, "come and we'll make you cry."
While I am skeptical about my ability to cry in public, I am
excited to see other strange clubs that have sprung from the woodwork this semester. Clubs such as the Bard Batik Club, which will
"Explore the ancient textile art of batik through creating projects from
wall-hanging to clothing using wax to dye on fabrics." Interesting. The
Bard Batik Club received three hundred dollars of funding for these
textiles, so we should see interesting fabrics adorning the campus by
spring. You can check them out at the Smog shed, home of the infamous Bar[d]ge Society.
The Bard Stained Glass Club also received money to work
on... you guessed it... Stained glass projects this semester. They petitioned for three hundred and fifty dollars, but only received a hundred. The BSGC,however, is determined to "meet weekly to bring
together a community of artists and non-artists who are interested in
creating stained glass pieces." This club will be perfect for the aspiring glass-stainer who needs a space to wor~, tools to work with, and a
teacher to teach the art of stained glass, as they promise "Lessons
will be given by group leaders, and a communal space and a set of
tools will be provided."
It seems Bardians are feeling very artistic this semester,
hopefully by the time we are locked in global conflict we will be hanging around our dorm rooms, watching Asian movies, cuddling with a
beautiful blanket, and looking at nature through some stained glass.
I wouldn't blame you for being somewhat discontented, I.know I
would. But If you could be playing miniature strategy games, while
wearing a cool. self-designed t-shirt, I'm sure the bombs and nightmarish warfare would be just a pleasant memory.
The Bard Strategy Gaming Club received no money. It was a
damn shame that it didn't, because Strategy Games are always fun.
They're not for dorks. You should give it a try. Back in middle school
It was all I did. And it was damn fun. The BSGC is really nothing
more than "A group of strategy game players, who wish to engage in
social gaming events." Which strategy games do they play? "We play

The blizzard of '03.
Snow, and lots of it. That's what I heard
Sunday, all day, and I was stuck in Maine (an emergency forced me to go home that weekend, one of
them being to get my hair cut). I had to get back to
Bard on Monday, I couldn't afford to miss class, and
chances are, the professors weren't going to cancel
because in the previous weeks of copious snowfall,
not one of my professors cancelled class. I had to get
back, being the 0CD academic I am.
Missing class was not an option.
I woke up Monday morning at 7am, yes,
that's 7am. Checked and re-<;heckedthe highway
reports for the storm.
Finally, I decided I was
going to make a run for
it, hopefully just ahead
of the storm, hoping I
wasn't driving into the
heart of it.
I packed my
car, double checking I
had everything I wanted
and needed to bring
back (ah yes, I need
clothes). And prayed
my car would survive
the adventure. My car
is a character. My car
is a 1990, silver and
fake wood-paneled,
0
Plymouth Grand
Voyager with about 100,290 miles on it. Cruise control causes the car to overheat, the sliding door sticks
and will only un-stick after kicking it a few times, the
back hatch must be slammed, hard, at least 5 times
before it shuts, and all the hubcaps are missing. Yes,
my car has character. I hit 295 south around 8:30
a.m., and it was ok. A few flurries here and there, but
very windy. But, as long as I could see and the car
didn't overheat for some mysterious reason, it'd be
good. I was expectingsnow. Being from Maine, I
knew I wasn't going to escape the snow. The roads
were still clear as I cruised onto 495 West, but half
way through 495, the wind picked up again, and the
snow came. And came. And came. There were more
people on the road than I expected, and so hoped the
vehicles already on the road, would stay on the road,
and keep the snow from accumulating on the roadway. Soon, there were only two straight ruts of pavement on which to drive, and the snow was making a
valiant effort to cover even this bit of bare pavement.
Changing lanes was an issue. Often times people
fish-tailed all over the road because they underestimated the effect of the piles slick snow between the
lanes on the traction of their SUVs and their ability to
steer. 495, even with the snow and the wind, wasn't
too bad. Yes, I forced to reduce my speed from 65
mph to about 50 mph, but still, I thought this was
decent considering what the weather was like. If I
was lucky, this was as bad as the driving would get.
It got worse. Much worse.
The Mass Turnpike, awful in the best of conditions, was a nightmare. Lots of inept and inexperienced people trying to drive as fast as they could,
dodging other cars and narrowly missing snowbanks.
The plows still weren't out. Now, the fastest I could go
was between 30 mph and 40 mph, slowing down
painfully as the whole line of cars experienced SLS
(Stop and Look Syndrome) to gawk at the dozens of

accidents we passed, mostly cars stuck in the 3-4 feet
of snow in the median. I knew if I wasn't careful to
drive exactly in the pavement ruts, my car would catch
a pile of snow and I would end up in the median too.
This was a good plan, I went slow, and watched the
pavement carefully.
I'd been driving for about 4 hours now, and I
was still on the Mass Pike, usually by now I'd be on
the Taconic Parkway, and almost to Bard. Needless to
say, you get tired when driving for long penods of
time, and it's hard to distinguish slick, icy, or deep
spots in the snow and on the road.
Two hours later, I was still on the Mass Pike,
and had spun out, the nose of my van stuck in the
snow bank of the median. I wasn't scared or worried
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when I spun out, I'd seen too many people who'd
done the same or worse that day.
I was resigned to spinning out.
I just hoped I'd be able to get the car out
again, and thought to myself: I should've brought a
shovel. I didn't notice at first, but the van behind me
had spun out too. After dislodging my car from the
snowbank, I pulled over to the other side of the road
to make sure the people in the car were alright. They
were, and inside that van was another girl who lived in
my dorm and her boyfriend, she lived }ust downsta;rs
from me in Keene South; we were kindred spirits in
our quest to reach Bard alive. We talked for a little

while, then continued on our way. 30 mph, sometimes reaching 35 m.p.h. This was good. I was worried about the Taconic Parkway, though. Not many
people used the Taconic normally, most people, if they
had any sense, wouldn't be driving today any way-of
course, at that time, I didn't have any sense, exhaustion had eliminated it.
The Taconic hadn't been plowed at all. You
could barely tell where the road ended and the ditch
began, but the ditch normally warned you when you
got too close. Everything was white, all you saw was
white. But my faithful old van plowed through the
snow- encrusted pavement and soon I was on 115 to
Red Hook.
When I got to Bard, I pulled into what I
thought was a parking space in the Keene parking lot,
and began dragging my belongings upstairs and into
my chilly room.
It was 4pm. I'd been driving for almost eight
hours. I was exhausted.
One thing is for sure, I won't need any pictures to remember this storm. To me, the blizzard of
'03 was just another big snowstorm, one I had to drive
in, but just another big snow. I know how to handle
snow.

virtually any game_ provided it doesn't require a computer! Our games range from card games to board ga~es
to miniature gaming." The anti-computer sentiment is what hit home for me ... I hate the machines ... and miniature warfare has a special place in my heart. Rock on.
.
Last but not least is the Bard Squeegee Experience. The Squeegee received the full three-fifty that a
new club can petition for this semester, which is rare, and usually shows that the planning com_mittee,in their
endless and eternal wisdom, saw major potential in this club. Their motto: "We make pretty ~hIrts for_pretty people." If you feel the need to make some shirts, you should contact either Owen Shoppe or Tai TakeshI ASAP.
Nothing beats a good t-shirt.
_.
It looks to be a strange, scary semester filled with Asian films, batik, stained-glass, miniature gaming
and t-shirts. Very exciting, and very weird. Ninjas and cool t-shirts. I'm ready for it... are you? Just bring a helmet.
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Ok, Bard Isn't Exactly Diversity IJniversity.But, We're WorkingOn It
Reportson the esteemedDiversi-tyReport.

I

by Elizabeth Daley

I

many a class feeling "concerned about the interaction
sibly making it harder for an African American Bard Student
between races and cultures," which is, in the words of The
to feel totally at home. On top of which, it is felt by Diversity
1nundergraduate admissions violate the Equal Protection
Diversity Report, a common reaction of most white students.
Report participants, that there is a lack of socio-economic
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment? This is the question
Some of the concerns of students of color include, "the
diversity within Bard's black and Hispanic populations- that
raised by the Gratz vs Bollinger case. The issue of affirmasmall number of social opportunities that address their
middle class black and Hispanic students are absent from
tive action is a touchy one, both politically and emotionally.
interests, lack of cultural offerings in the book store: books,
Bard's population, further marginalizing members of these
Affirmative action was initially implemented so that minoricultural products (primarily for hair care) and through food
communities since there are no available economic gapties would have an equal opportunity to succeed in a white
services, cuisine that reflects different cultures."
bridgers.
dominated society. Affirmative action was a legal means
Many Bard students speak of the challenges of
The ISO pre-orientation and other similar events
with which to combat racism, giving minorities an oftenTRUE integration. International student, Ramy Hemeid,
are really nice ways for members of minority communities to
needed extra boost. However, diversity is currently viewed
believes that while groups such as the International
get to know each other and become more comfortable in an
as desirable by most upstanding Colleges and Universities.
Students Organization play an important role in their respecunfamiliar environment. However, comfort zones are danMinority students are actively recruited at most colleges.
tive community, lhey also have an unintentionally divisive
gerous if they lead right back to that which they aim to preRecruiting 1snot a bad idea. Basically, it is much needed
vent. This may be one of the reasons we don't have themed
effect. When asked why most international students tend to
marketing of the college to groups that In the past, were not
housing on our campus that is based purely on cultural
socialize with other international students, he replied that
the targeted audience. However, today some schools offer
background. The Bard environment is generally supportive.
before the freshman Learning and Thinking workshop startplane tickets to minorities so that they can check out
ed, there were weeks of orientation workshops for internaWhile there are, as always, those few individuals who can
schools for free. Is this because most college bound minoritional students in order to make them feel more comfortmake things uncomfortable, people here generally want to
ty students are poor, and unlike White students of similar
able. "International students became friends with each
learn, which is more than can be said of many places.
economic backgrounds, their skin color alone indicates that
other before they knew any other students and formed
Ignorance is one of the main·problems faced when dealing
they wouldn't be able to afford the plane ticket? Or 1sit
strong bonds with each other. How would you, as my friend,
with the issue of diversity. Ignorance breeds, among caring
rather a blind need for people of certain ethnic groups to fill
feel if instead of sitting with you at lunch, I went to sit with
people, hypersensitivity, which leads to an overall avoidance
quotas set up so that prospective white students (who
someone else I didn't know? You would feel bad, right?
due to feelings of awkwardness. Inside the Diversity Report
already make up the maJority of the population) will be
Well, that is one reason that many ISO students remain
it says: "the publicatlon of the Bard College Diversity Report
enticed to enroll by clearly intelligent diversity? Is this sort
close. It is scary to make new friends and much easier if
signals our institution's willingness and commitment to look
of thinking any less racist than that which affirmative action
you just stick to the people you know."
at ourselves critically and objectively. It gives us the opporstrives to eradicate?
According to the Diversity Report, in order to comtunity to celebrate our past diversity and make long term •
In his Op-Ed article in The New York Times,
bat poor retention rates of male 'students of color', Bard
strategic decisions to ensure our future victories." Though
President Botstein suggested merit-based action as an alterhas set up a number of programs that cater specifically to
that is not quite the language I would have chosen, it's the
native to the quota systems that many colleges subscribe to
this group. Bard is sending men of color to mentor at Bard
thought that counts. Right?
In order to diversify their populations. Botstein believes that
High School Early College and at local schools so that their
If admissions officers look at the applicant as a whole per'interest and commitment to their own eduson rather than as a statistic, colleges will ultimately
cation is enhanced,' while simutaneously
achieve the intellectual and cultural diversity needed to pro•At Bard, diversity is a constant subject of debate. But the issue tends to
•
introducing students like themselves to
mote academic thought and growth. Botstien's Op-Ed piece
•circulate not upon diversity, per se, but rather upon the lack thereof. The •
Bard.
comes at a time when Bard 1sexploring its own racial com•
According to The Diversity Report, •Bard Diversity and Inclusion Board (DIB) was created a few years ago to
position, having Just recently issued "The Bard College
•
, 'Men of color' make up one of the smallest •address the subject of diversity within the Bard community. Headed by
D1vers1tyReport." compiled by the Diversity and Inclusion
•Jennifer Jimenei (Assistant Dean of Students & Director of Multicultural
•
ethnic minorities at Bard. Their group is
board of Bard College. It seems that Bard is trying to make
not large enough to provide a self-sufficient •Affairs), the DIB recently released The Bard Diversity Report, which contains•
'people of color' as comfortable as possible, continuing to
•data, observations, suggestions, informative tables and statistics which pro-•
social sphere that doesn't leave members
refer to all ethnic minorities. (be they Asian American, Native
feeling marginalized, but it is also too large • vide a comprehensive insight into the college's population. At a school that •
American. Hispanic American, or African American) as "peo•often seems strikingly un-diverse, the Board's findings are crucial to all stu- •
to be abandoned (or at least that is my
ple of color."
• dents, faculty and staff. If you are interested in obtaining a copy of the
•
take on it). Since Bard has only three
The Diversity Report has found that when disBard College Diversity Report, talk to your P.C.Also note that some res,Native American students, they are free
cussing the issues of "race, class politics, religion or disabili• dence halls already have a copy in the dorm, and soon you will be able to
•
agents. There are simply not enough of
ty, there seems to be a fear of saying the wrong thing or
•view the Report in its entirety, online through the Bard website. A.number •
them to socialize within their group. Also,
being disrespectful, a concern that was deemed 'forced lib•of events relating to the report as well as issues of diversity will be held in •
in society in general, there seems to be a
eral-mindedness.' In addition, It was hypothesized that
•the coming months, so stay informed.
larger social divide between black and
............................................................................
.
more conservative or religious students may feel marginalwhite males than almost any two other
•
:
by
ized and reluctant to express their opinions." I have left
groups within the homosocial sphere, posDoes the University of Michigan's use of racial preferences

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Planning Committee delaysclub payments due to vandals.

I

by Maren Keeley

I

At the beginning of every semester the Budget Forum is held in order to determine how the convocation
and act1v1t1es
funds will be distributed amongst the clubs and organizations at Bard. The Planning
Committee meets with the students, who argue for how they feel the money should be distributed, and
listen to their reasoning on the subject. This semester though, as the meeting on February 12. the
event was slightly out of hand. Although the night often becomes very heated, this time there were two
of the "most blatant acts of vandalism" that have ever been seen by Fred Barnes and the Committee.
"Don·t Copy Me" was written on the walls, tables, and window inside of the Kline dining hall, while outside on a Bard vehicle "No War" was spray-painted (and believed to be related to the nights events). As
a result, in an effort to have the vandals step forward, Fred Barnes and the Planning Committee withheld club funds last week. Two different people stepped forward for each incident. While they will not
be punished. each student will be fined the cost to clean and fix what they did.
In the mean time many of the clubs have had to carry on despite their lack of funding, and are
angry and in debt from funding their organization or club. The Committee promises to reimburse each
club now that the vandals have stepped forward, all of the outstanding funds will be repaid with
receipts, and the funding will continue as usual with each weekly check from now on.

Morini does
what he
must to
steady the
nerves.

Protest Power ...
continued from page 2
and somehow their group was drawn into some yoga
studio where they all got a lesson. Leave it to Bard
kids to have a yoga break In the middle of a protest...
The buses were leaving at 530, so some of
the group headed off to Times Square, where an
.; impromptu rally was forming. Apparently this is when
t:T' several Bard students were arrested, although I didn't
n get a chance to speak with them for this article. Our
small group soldiered on, trying to get there, but by the
,-; time we were heading away from 1st it was getting
~
pretty late and the momentum was dying down. As we
~ raced across town to get to the Square I finally noticed
~
how many older people were there. A lot of the 45 and
~
over set was tuckered out by 430 or so as we saw
~
them heading home and puzzling over what to do with
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their signs by the time they got to Park Ave. We got
down to Times Square, but by that point the cops had
ringed off access to it.
We ran into some college age kids who said
they saw a couple hippies getting their ass beat by
some cops in a small side avenue. I can't really picture any of the hippies I know offering much resistance
to anything, much less club wielding cops. Fortunately,
I accomplished my goals of not getting arrested or
beaten as did the rest of my protest day companions.
Heading back to the bus, it sunk in how much the
experience had drawn so many different people together, and it was sobering to think that so much more of
that had to be done in the world still. One sign
summed the day up, "Be the change you want to see
in the world."
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punch will hit you in the crunch during my twelve o'clock brunch. I am the master of
disaster, not Apollo Creed. "I am the real champion" not Ivan Drago. I am soo good
that I beat everyone who has written a review about this game, except most notably
Ian Schaff. Bob Cray is a great. I can use anyone-even my Asian brother Joe Chan
and I swear I'll whoop anyone's ass. If anyone wants to play me, bring 1t. I am the
greatest of all time! Come over to Sean's and watch me shine. Rocky 1sa revelation,
truly one of the greatest masterpieces of our time.
Ian Schaff
Mastersystem.
Basically there is really no reason for me to write anything, because I am
Rocky is a very exciting game,
gonna right your ass tonight if you show up at S.S. Sullivan's. Bring the heat or I will
one which can stirs up debate
end you and crush you like a wat'em. Bob Cray (the charac er l play wi h 1s a , overfrom those who've played the
weight, possibly the worst player in the game, but he's got that hunger; and he has a
game. Here are the testimonies of
belly that can consume. Bob's favorite saying is: "My belly's full and I'm still hungry".
some of those players:
So essentially BOb CrAy and I are gonna go CrAyzyon you. And I don't pity the fool, I
Jedidiah Clarke
eat them for a snack between the other 12 meals I eat to stay in shape. Don't play
Rocky© for the Playstation 2 is the greatest boxthis game, cause you will lose to me!
ing game that I have played. If you are a fan of the
Dave Steeves
Rocky movies, this videogame will not let you down.
I'm already tired of Rocky for Playstation 2. The second day we played it, I
Before pivotal fights, there are
started whooping everyone's
scenes with great video game acting
ass with Clubber Lang (played
that stays true to the movies. My favorite
by B.A. Baracus), the man
characters are Apollo Creed II. Clubber Lang, and Rocky Ill.
who knows, if you ain't gonna
When I set the game to a low difficulty level and play for a
be somebody, then you gonna
very long time, I start to believe that I can fight people for
be somebody's fool. I retired
real. To my disappointment, the robot (from Rocky IV), and
after that night, all the other
Thunder Lips (the wrestler that Hulk Hogan played in Rocky
guys keep playing 1na vain,
Ill) are absent from the game. On the technical side of the
and rather infantile, attempt
game, there 1sa flaw. You can get away with hitting your
to recreate my fantastic feat.
opponent in the back of the head without loosing points.
Even though we usually just
Michael Morini
play in exhibition mode, the
I'm not really a big fan of video games. The only
movie mode 1sreally great for
games I play that you have to hook a television up to are old
1 player boxing. You get to
8 bit 1ntendo games. I've played my share of Playstation
train, (including meat punchgames, but the only one I have really come to love is Rocky.
ing!) and there are scenes
This is a game for everyone. I'm not the biggest fan of boxfrom the movies reenacted by
ing, but this video game entertains the shit out of me. I love
the digital characters. I wish
playing 1tand there are great graphics. If you like fight
the robot from Rocky IV was in
games and hate boxing, (I may be going out on a tree limb
the game. Actually, all of the
here) but I think, yes, even you will like this game. Go get it
supporting characters from
fool.
the movies should be in it. Gameplay aside, the thing I like most about this game is
Danny "The Castle"
every time Franco loses, he bangs his head against the wall, storms out of Sean's
Castillo
room, goes outside, ar:id throws snowballs at the window.
Rocky for
Sean Sullivan
Playstation 2 is probaMike Tyson's Punch Out for the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) was
bly the best handling
released in 1987, and is still an amazing game to this very day! It was one of the first
boxing game ever. It'
sports videogames to be endorsed by a famed sports figure. You play as 'Little Mac',
lot's o' fun!!! Buy it!
a 17 year old kid from the Bronx. The object of the game is to box your way through
But, the graphics look
the ranks against a variety of colorful challengers until you meet the ultimate chalkinda stupid. All the
lenge, 'The Dream Match', against the one and only Iron Mike Tyson, then the heavycharacter's have big
weight champion of the world, aged 21. You're trainer is a wise man named 'Doc' and
stupid looking headsl!!
he gives you advice between rounds to help you defeat your adversary. Your oppoBut the game's still fun
nents try to intimidate you by talking smack between rounds well. The mission
and you'll play for a
involves overcoming three increasingly difficult cirlong time with your
cuits, a la Minor, Major, and World. To top it off,
friends. The most excitNintendo's staple character, Mario, is the referee.
ing, exhilarating, extraIt is extremely challenging as the game progressordinary boxer 1nthe game is APOLLO. That motha will put a whoooopin' on every
es, yet remains fun throughout. So I urge you all
character in that game, even Rocky himself!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
to go out and pick this game up. It probably costs
Franco Bulaon
about 50 cents by now, being 16 years old, but it's
(Is there actually a correct way of pronouncing this dude's last name?)
definitely worth every cent.
I am the best boxer in the world. I can beat anyone, anytime, anywhere.
am the best there was, the best there is, and the best there ever will be. My super

ADRIAN!" REVIEWS
OF ROCKY
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Rocky, the video
game, has finally
arrived, well, in a
more advanced version than for the
old Sega
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movie
The Life of David Gale was a very interesting movie. If I was to sit here and tell you that movie rocked the casbah I would be fucking with ya. If I was to sit here and tell you that this movie
was the worst thing I have ever seen I would also be jerking you. This movie was so strange that I was just plain confused that this was actually playing at the Lyceum Theater. There were
parts that seemed like an unsuccessful student film, and there were parts that were great.
David Gale, an anti-death penalty activist, is now on death row for the rape and murder of a colleague, and he asks to be interviewed by a New York reporter before he is executed.
The reporter, assisted by an intern, takes the job, and is then sent to Texas to conduct four interviews with Gale on the days leading up to his execution.
I was completely unimpressed with the beginning of this movie. The shots were uninteresting, the dialogue was horrendous, and the acting was equally unimpressive. Then, Kevin
Spacey entered the movie. Spacey's presence on film is incredibly powerful. He takes over and dominates every movie I have seen him in. The Life of David Gale was no exception. His
presence dominated this movie, and he turned out to be one of the only redeeming qualities in it. The movie did come through with a great surprise ending that actually made it a very powerful pro-death penalty statement. Granted the life of Dr. Gale was a true story (which it most likely is not), but besides that there was little there.
The movie begins a few days before Gale's execution and then goes back in time as Gale tells the reporter his story. Whenever the story flashed back there was this super-awkward transitional montage that was ugly and really didn't fit. It was a rotating camera shot, so that the last shot of either the past or present spun 360 degrees, inter-cut with words written
on pieces or paper that seemed to be themes of the film. Yikes! It looked awful.
Aside from the beginning of the movie, the acting was actually pretty decent. Kate Winslet played the part of the reporter and it surprised the shit out of me how great she was
after Spacey entered the movie. In the beginning, it was just shots of Winslet with the intern (Gabriel Mann), and he was awful. Winslet looked just as bad, but when she and Spacey
shared the screen. ,t was beautiful.
I left the theater having no fucking clue what I thought about this movie and that's rare. (Actually, I still can't figure it out.) When a movie begins horribly it's really hard to have
any admiration for it. However, by the end, David Gale actually redeemed itself. Then, it threw a surprise ending like no other. Well, maybe it wasn't like no other, but it was pretty surprising. I'd say, don't go see this thing in the theater. If you already saw Ben Affleck as a superhero and already saw Richard Gere dance see it only if your girlfriend really likes Kevin Spacey
and 1sdying to see this flick. Otherwise go see it only if you are really infatuated with Kate Winslet. I must admit, I'm not really that attracted to her, but in this movie she looks real hot.

8

The
elf you've seen the trailer to Old School, you

•
•already know 1fyou're gonna like it or not. It's
•
:gross, obscene, and morally reprehensible.
:
.some people find these qualities bad. I like see- •
•1ng a morbidly obese college student fall onto a
:manhole cover, pulled down by a cement block
•that's tied to his penis. I think that Will Ferrell's •
•flabby, dirty ass is the most exquisite piece I have•
:seen since coming to college. I think that two
:
•topless co-eds in a pool covered in KY Jelly, ready •
:to fight a decrepit old man, is something every
•
eman, woman and underage kid should see.
•
I know I might be seen as an immature
:jackass after that last passage, but so be it! I
elaughed my ass off at this movie, not just
•because of the reasons above, but because Will
: Ferrell ,s certifiably insane. I mean, there is a
•whole line of work called "acting," but I think that
•Ferrell transcends such a term. Usually, when an
• actor does nudity in a movie, he 1sfamed for his
•beautiful body or how much money he was paid
:to show his goods. But by showing his ass to the
eworld, Mr. Ferrell has shown an unnatural lack of
•care for his fellow man. You think Blair Witch
:made people sick? I'm surprised that the theater•
•wasn't handing out barf bags every five minutes.
•
This is not a movie of genius, nor does
: ,t pretend to be. If you need some high-class stu•p1d1ty in your life, run to the theaters and check
• out Old School, otherwise, go see some stupid
• sentimental schlock bullshit like The Life Of David
•Gale. "The good money's 1nthe dick and fart
•Jokes·

•

•

•

•
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by Chelsea Doyle

Recruit

.____________

I am going to go
against popular belief,
and say The Recruit is not a bad
movie. Sure, The

Recruit can be a
little predictable.
All right, the plot
has a few irritating holes, but
overall, who cannot love a spy
movie where a
delicious man
(Collin Farrell)
gets tortured, beat up, tricked, and betrayed ... in spy
school. Farrell is the title character, recruited into the CIA,
by Al Pacino's character, and made to believe his father
was not an oil worker, but actually a secret government
agent. Farrell joins the CIA, and seems to have a natural
talent for the things they do. Pacino is the CIA's forceful,
creepy teacher, leading the viewer to suspect his methods
aren't completely Kosher; and sure enough, things take a
turn for the worst when Farrell is kicked out of the training
program after failing an important test.
Farrell is a super top secret spy no one else can
know about, and whom Pacino chooses himself. Farrell's
mission is to get close to a girl he was eyeing from the
beginning of training, played by a very vulnerable Bridget
Moynahan. Moynahan is believed to be a mole, a traitor,
so naturally, Farrell wants to know more about her. As
Farrell gets more involved with Moynahan, he starts to feel
guilty about betraying the woman he is beginning to love.
Farrell starts to question what is right, wrong, or even true,
as every turn he makes brings out a new mystery .
The critics have been flaming The Recruit due to
the films predictability, and while that's true, I still enjoyed
seeing Farrell go slowly, deliberately insane as paranoia
sets in. Farrell and Moynahan have amazing chemistry on
screen, enough to make their relationship believable.
There were times where I even suspected every character
in the movie, wondering who was the real villain, and questioning everything I took for granted to be true. That was
the point. Perhaps The Recruit is more of a must-rent than
must-see movie, an entertaining drama about how the system screws you if you do not screw the system. Pssst, any
fans of Collin Farrell out there, see it immediately. See The
Recruit only to stare lovingly at the close ups of his face,
which makes one happily forgive anything the film does
badly.

WEBSITES
GUNS,ROSES,RIOl 11111!!!!!
http:j /www.city.vancouver.bc.ca/police/guns&roses/allimages.htm
is a most excellent site. If the authorities are going to eventually turn this
into a world dominated by the Masonic, Orwellian, creepy-as-shit
Information Awareness Office (see logo at side), at least we've still got
quality survellience footage. The Vancover Police posted their pictures of
several drunken, rioting, Guns 'n' Roses fans venting their anger at A.id's
no-show. You are introduced to the site by thumbnail photos of the suspects, which include some shady guy in a mesh hat, one close up of a
dude 1nmid-scream, and some greaser with puffy red cheeks. Click on
your favorite suspect and you can get other photos, and maybe a quick
film clip or six. The clips come with sound, so you can hear the random
guy sticking his head in front of the camera and howling in drunken revelry. In the background there's the sound of tear gas being shot and windows being smashed. Apparently, this shit was out of control. The true
moments of enlightenment come when you realize you know some people
like that (Mark Johnson from 5th grade was there in spirit). Also, it's
interesting to note the styles of the different perps. Some people slink
around, others form teams and smash windows with metal barricades,
and one guy dances around in front of the camera singing "Sweet Child O'
Mine" at the top of his lungs like he means it. Reality TV wishes it had
shit this real.
..w_w_w_.a_m_i-,i-gh-t-.co_m
________
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Better Than the Movies

by Chelsea Doyle

Want to find a website that has
absolutely no value other than making
you laugh your head ofn Have you ever
watched a movie and wanted to say something so very obnoxious, but just could not think of the right words? Well, True
Believers, there is no need to rack your pretty little heads about
it; someone has made a website for that very purpose!
MovieTheatre 1s made by a group called Jerry the Frog
Productions, and along with some parodies of television series,
Frog Productions came up with movie parodies as well! Laugh at
all five Star Wars movies, snicker as the underlining homosexuality of Sam and Frodo is questioned, and crack up as Harry Potter
is blown out of the sky. With amusing comments from Harry
such as "You know if you were in America, Child Welfare would
be on you in two seconds flat" to his uncle, and hundreds of
other hysterical lines and adapted screenplays made for the sole
purpose of laughing at Hollywood. Check it out sometime when
you are bored, at
www.jerrythefrogproductions.com/MovieTheatre.html.

by Eliza beth Daley

It all started when I was listening to that terrible song "Drops of Jupiter" (ON THE
RADIO,and the station selection wasn't even my choice), when I heard the singer say
something like, "You'll find the best soy latte that you ever had in me." I thought I
had obviously mishead the song lyric because who but a Bard student could make
up something like that.. So I came home and went on line like a dork, to seE;if Lhad
actually heard right. Umm ... so the band is called Train, and yes, that is the lyric.
That was by far the lamer discovery. The much less lame, and in fact down right
amazing, discovery was www.amiright.com. This site is a haven for the hard of hearing and those who find them funny. Amiright has misheard song lyrics from every
band you never loved and more. The funniest misheard Train lyric was by far "Tell
me" heard by one listener as "Potato man." In this guy's defense, it really DOES
sound like it could be Potato Man. Think about it, "ptaeomeh" at least. Some other
good ones were Maddona's gems like "Last night I dreampt I slapped Pedro" from La
Isla Bonita, or "Don't cry for me. I'm the Cleaner." Some Bjork delights included
"And if you complain once more you'll meet an Annie Oakley," from "Army of me,"
and "Chairman Mao Picked it out for me." Correct Lyrics: "J'a, hann kemur medh
Fylgir eftir m'er." I entertained a whole crowd of freshman (actually two) with this
site, embarrassed myself in the library and once again in Henderson. God bless this
modern age of short attention spans and deaf folks.
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justine takes on the vagina, citing balls

The Vagina Page

Though my mother implored me on more than one occasion to see lby Justine Goodman
Eve Ensler's The VaginaMonologues, I did not have the pleasure of ....
__________
__,
seeing it performed on stage until last weekend. It was a rainy Saturday evening, and though I
have, admittedly, spent many such nights at the Old Gym, this was to be an entirely new experience
- no kegs, no smoking, no loud music. And lots of talking. About vagina's.
Christina Aguilera's "Beautiful" blared from a little boom box on the floor, and the show
commenced with an interpretive dance. I'm not gonna lie: I wasn't sure what to make of this. Not
more than twenty minutes into the show, I found myself thinking, rather ironically: you've gotta have
a lot of balls to be in The VaginaMonologues. Though it lacks eloquence, elegance, and political
correctness, this is the best way in which I can describe my initial reaction.
The performers were a manifestation of the very thing The Monologuesseek to address. There was
no evidence that the women harbored any anxiety, let alone any embarrassment or reservations
about their roles or the subject at hand. If the idea of The Monologues is to obliterate the stigma
generally associated with the term "vagina" or with the organ itself, then the actresses are a living
testament to the fact that female genitalia need not (and should not) be viewed as taboo. The performers displayed such confidence and comfort with the subject, themselves, each other, and the
audience. For this they should be commended and applauded.
As for the content of the play, my feelings are mixed. After an hour, I began to feel that
the issue had been exhausted. A part of me was thinking, "Okay, I get it. Celebrate the vagina.
Respect the vagina." But don't patronize the vagina. I celebrate and respect lots of things, but I
don't necessarily need to hear accounts of all those things at such great length. But all things considered, I think the show was a tremendous success. It was quite humorous at times; at others, ,t
was devastating. The lines were effectively delivered and impeccably timed. Perhaps I could have
done without the part where the audience was asked to join the cast members in screaming "cunt."
And I almost lost all composure, coming close to uncontrollable laughter, when I noticed "Don't tell
Mom. the Babysitter's VAGINA,"scrawled upon the wall. That is definitely not the name of the
movie.
The VaginaMonologuesstand as a profound and compelling work ,n the so-called "third
wave" of feminism, and the show Is sure to influence the perceptions of sexual culture that pervade
society. In a world that Is evermore geared toward the goal of attaining total equality among human
beings, we should celebrate the women who bravely shared their personal experiences and opinions. as well as the actresses who ensure that their accounts are preserved forever.
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:re "Some people forget that the brain Is the largest eroge< nous zone."
Q.;

history, as I was properly reprimanded for not knowing, is
important in terms of its influence outside the "feminism
:rc
of saying the word 'vagina'" that popular media has
~ Jackie Treehorn. known pornographer
latched onto and marketed. Having realized its scope
:rc
and goals, and the first half of its History, I had a better
-<!
Indeed the comfortable, confessional-style of Eve
sense of the piece as a fresh and critical expose ...for the
c; Ensler's, The Vagina Monologues had its moments. For
mid-197O's, maybe.
'.1t:
< one thing, it impressively attracted a wide variety of peoThe second half of its History, and the less sue•· pie to the four performances this past weekend. From my cessful one, lies in the time of its performance. Though
7C
half broken seat in the back of the Old Gym, I could spot
the content of The Monologues was collected over the
<
c; professors. parents, friends of parents, Redhookers and
latter part of the 20th century, it was performed and
7C students, all examining, through the various perspectives
accepted into the feminist circle only in the last few
< of women ranging in age, race and socioeconomic stayears. Because it has been performed almost exclusively
~
7C tus, the ways of the "wee-wee." This, I should have realover the past four years, it has some position in, if not a
< ,zed at the time, might have meant something. However, I responsibility for, the smirking genital-gung-ho feminism
i:.:i didn't, and though the triple moan orgasm and several
of the mid-199O's-to-present. A more probable reason for
~ other vaginal observations left me laughing to myself, at
the range of the audience members: its hype. It has been
~
the end. I couldn't ignore the bad taste that the piece left .P.l;Jrfprm,e_d
by such stars as O.r,q,1J:))Ninfrey,
Jane Fonda,
1t: somewhere in my m®thN\:tfa~P
C5i,i;}irt5 ~r;lf];~fnf> Calista Floc~n11w•~~{~1Wtl&foountJust after It was~r
one of the a~rfsses
,,
less oth
, ,an atterl}e\\Jrraise mon~\{%.fV-Day (where
:
7C
asked me how I liked the p'~prmance. I ~iii I liked it.
.. P~D~fJt!l~.rf§.frnancesiij~ held around th'lWJorld to help
~ Then I felt a little pinch of di\~nesty at \~!'hack of mxtt~[IMMWfv/;1@-r:lfil~gainstlfnen).
r- throat. and added, "but I had ~qp,e progf!ms with it.";#lP In terms of tjw perfor@~.rce, the potenti~fffllergy of the
< had momentarily forgotten how·ijpt to dtW.e
an obnoxiiQi
women orv~ge, their"Wi%ftions to one,i~her,
their
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is undermined by the fact that they are blatantly obvious
at least to those who already know of their truth.
Moreover, it Is impossible to neglect the modern faux-feminism of the 'HBO-woman," where the "vagina" is just about the only thing discussed. This "honest'
sort of feminine purging of the social stigmatism of sexual behavior was good ...for a while. But now it has consumed the minds of women throughout the country as a
substitute for discussing t~e larger issues. It seems such
feminists are aspiring after what men in our culture have
been doing for centuries - engaging in thoughtless sexual behavior without fearing repercussions or ridicule.
Great. Where do we go from there? Unfortunately,
nowhere. Sex is great, but not as an ideology. The same
goes for body parts. Nevertheless, intelligent, informed
women are falling prey to the same "ignorance assumed
as enlightenment" as the rest of society - any form of
which is frustrating to witness, especially at a liberal arts
college such as Bard, where a level of moral and intellectual superiority is generally assumed.
For these reasons, The Vagina Monologues represents a good idea applied to the wrong setting. It is
successful in the areas that transcend time, namely its
humor - in articulating the quirky aspects of the organ,
pinpointing the ludicrous assumptions and conventions
imposed upon it by our society and others, and, chiefly,
in harnessing the genuine power of comfortable, intelligent women. Its failures, however, seem more telling of
the time, of larger social obstacles. They lie in the defensive tone of its diatribes, the drastic and self-righteous
attitudes of its social criticism, and the truly anachronistic flavor of its homilies; one couldn't help thinking,
'you're preaching to the converted," as the play went on.
That feminine power must be filtered through the vagina
in order to be heard is evidence of its true timelessness,
something I imagine serious feminists would want to
change, not exploit. As the "stigma of the slut" and other
deep-seated notions of bodily shame are the problems of
an entire society (and not a single gender) the feminist
agenda will have to include a little more than what is
between their legs before any true change can take
place. Until then, we will all tend to be defensive, siding
with our respective gender, and, in the process, feeling
just fine about our reproductive organs.

:!~t,i*®~ilt!:~1,

;~:ln~:~o~~a:ee:;:;;;::: ~~o:1~,~ilx:i~a~:~:d~~i::-IIii~l:mmt?§il!~:111rilt:dn
~n:~~~~ble.
the expression after fine sex. She asked, "was it the perAt times I wished the group had been talJtl.rtgabout
formance or the piece itself?' Before I could explain, and
things other than just v~t!JQ©.§tA9fSB:~:\Wf:t&Gng
women
having realized the inappropriate timing of my statement,
have a genuine power, wti'oTJ14iNifflfffat~d
with that 7 to
no matter what I had thought of it, I was whisked away by 10 cm muscular passage between their legs, pouring out
someone else to congratulate them, having time only to
of them.
mumble an apologetic, "no, the piece, not the perforIn this way, I learned to appreciate the two elements - the play itself and the performance of the play mance. You guys were great!" Now I can articulate it better.
separately. I would not attribute any blame for this to the
makers (actors, directors, etc.), and this is not just
The problem, like my statement, had everything
because I have personal allegiances, and wouldn't want
to do with poor timing. What I could not have appreciated
them harboring clandestine contempt for me beneath
at the performance of The Monologues, was its signifihesitant hellos. Both elements were truly powerful in difcance as a soc1ological experiment, the first part of its
ferent ways: one in theory, and the other in reality .
"History." This is unfortunate, because without a doubt,
this is its most important attribute. Compiled over the
Sadly, neither could alleviate the frustration
caused by this discontinuity. The fusion led to a sort of
last fifty years and based on individual accounts of
"Spielberg of feminism": a drastic oversimplification of
women across the globe, Ensler embarked on a fascinattruly complicated societal problems with enough shock
ing investigation into the taboo of the vagina. This, in my
value to draw spectators. Regardless of when the intermind, could have accounted for the diverse audience.
views were conducted, The Vagina Monologues cannot
That ,s to say, 1fThe Monologues had been spawned
be performed now, by members of our generation, withfrom the Sex in the City/ Cosmo-woman's new genderout forcing the audience to recall the hordes of TV
obsessive feminism of late, it might not appeal to an
movies and sickeningly obtuse health videos that
older. academic crowd, who could instead turn to any
address similar subjects with the same moral haughtinumber of poorly made television shows and find a table
ness. The sincerity of statements such as, 'rape is bad"
of w0men discussing the joys of multiple orgasms. Its

vagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvagvag;..
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GET
RICH
orDIE
IBy
Andreis Costa

t

I

My parents did an ok job, but hip-hop truly
raised me. I was in third grade when I got my first rap
tape: Run-DMC "Tougher Than Leather". While most
of my peers were rocking to MC Hammer and Vanilla
I
Ice, I was bumping MC Shan and Ice Cube. I never
really listened to the bullshit like Kriss Kross and
Wrexneffect (although Rump Shaker was the jam for
a minute). The late 80's and earlier 90's were too
dope musically to waste time on top 40 artists. This
was the era of Ultramagnetic MC's, D1gablePlanets,
BDP, Das Efx. BIgg1eSmalls, Tupac, Dr. Dre, Snoop
Dogg, and the Wu explosion
(If you don't know any of
~~;...,,._,x,
these artists, go shopping).
MTV and BET were dope.
Then Pac and Biggie got shot
~
and Puffy started making
soog; with SUog. Hi,>hop·s '.C•
integrity dropped, and people (
like Mase and Master P got
nch. Then came a five year
.:-···:
period In the late 90's where
;
people who understood hip
~
hop started listening to
.
·underground" hip hop.
Underground MC's
are people who not only
I make music. but stand
behind their art. They want to talk about money and
girls, but they just don't have them. However, the topics and styles rapped about often crossed from the
underground to the commercial side. But like any
art, some people are not secure enough to praise it
unless someone else does. You fucking gerbils. Its
because of apathetic fucks like you that Percee P
isn't the biggest throwback and M.C. and Salvador
Dali is known as a calendar artist. For the majority of
the 90's, hip-hop stood segregated, until one day an
underground battle MC stepped and changed the
I industry. His was name was Marshall Mathers. All
hiP"hop needed was a little jump start. Ironically, it
was a white kid from the Midwest. Anyway,you know
what happened, and once Mathers broke out,
unheard acts became mainstream, and for one reason or another, the same people who were killing hiphop by supporting L'il Romeo, started supporting real
artists.
When you talk about real hip-hop, you have to mention 50 Cent. All of you know who 50 Cent is from
songs like "In Da Club" and "Wanksta". However, 50

I
l

I
I
l
I
I

2. What Up Gangsta- Rugged drums and symphonic strings let you know, as with every song, that 50
Cent is not playing.

3. Patiently Waiting featuring Eminem- 50 blessed
listeners with all the tracks he did with mix tape
D.J.s. But there was always something missing. That
thing was a beat produced by Eminem. The wait is
over. As the hook states, he has been patiently waiting for a track to explode on. And with lines like,
"God's the seamstress that tailor fitted my pain, I got
scriptures in my brain, I can spit at you dame ...." 50
is not playing, and neither is Eminem, who is featured
on this track. Em absolutely kills this tracks. One of
his hottest verses since the first verse of "Lose
Yourself." 50 Cent definitely brings out the "pistol-
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8. If I Can't- Yet another Dr. Dre banger with his
patented piano riffs. 50's melodic flow lets us know I
that he cannot be stopped and that he can do anything. His voice works over every nuance of the beat.
Once again he shows versatility as an MC by rapping
about guns and champagne. A straight banger. Even
if you can't relate, you love it.

1

9. Bloodhound featuring Young Bue- 50 Cent usually
features either Lloyd Banks or Tony Yayo, but on this
track he introduces us to Young Bue who blesses us
with a 4/4 flow over a double time beat. 50 adopts a
southern style flow because he can. More talk of
guns and murder. Be skeerd. The Jump off
joint of the album.

I
I
I

dissl

10. Back Down- A vicious Murder, Inc.
fest letting us know that 50, who has
already had Ja Rule robbed is willing to
pop a cap in his Stuart Little looking ass.
Don't support Murder, Inc. G-G-G-Unit.

1

l
l
l

them know he is not afraid to "drive by and blow you_r_ ■
brains out."

11. P.I.M.P.· A club banger that takes a
break from gun play to speak on 50's
other favorite past time: misogyny. This is
a track for the ladies. He really lets you
know how beautiful you are.

packing-drug-addict-that bags on his momma" side of
Eminem. Rhyming over the sounds of a pulse beat
reminiscent of an emergency room, Emi~em "let
loose with this uzi and shoot through your lzuzu."
4. Many Men Wish Death- With a Reggae-tinged hook
and introspective lyrics, 50 lets us know that he is a
man marked for death. 50 Cent really comes
through with the rhymes, but 50's hooks actually rival
his already dope lyrics. He's not like Ja Rule, who
has to have R&B singers do his hooks to sell records.
He handles that for dolo.
5. In Da Club- You've all heard it. You know the words.
You know it's a dope song. It was the night of
February 7, and all the strip club people were nodding their heads to "In Da Club" by 50 Cent. Except
for J.P., who was on stage getting an amazing
lap dance from two Kobe Tai dime pieces
who threw him down on the floor and did
front flips onto his lap, while Leila and
Merida laughed uncontrollably. Andreis
was throwing dollar bills. Nuff said.

"

6. High All the Time- A typically
dope 50 track with a good
chorus. Honestly, we skip
this track not because its
, . wack, but because Style's P
tJ\.has songs about smoking trees
·· '\_on lock down. Except for the "I
·./ smoke like the hippies did
back in the 70's" line, it's a
banging song.

7. Heat- Big up Dr. Dre.
Thank you for incorporating
the cocking and combustion of a gun on a rap
track. Give him a Grammy.
50 Cent assaulted the
industry with "How To Rob"
featuring The Madd Rapper.
For all of you who don't
know, 50 talks about robbing the most successful rappers, singers, and dj's in the
industry. Subsequently, he
was shot 9 times including once
in the face. Needless to say, he
has enemies, and this song lets

50 cent
coin and
the melodious sound of .
·
a handgun
being cocked
and ready for
action, our journey begins.

1
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12. Like My Style featuring Tony YayoFREEYAYO.Tony was recently incarcerated
for carrying illegal handguns. This track Is
I
reason enough to free him.
13. Poor Lil Rich- "Your wrists bling bling my shit
blings blaugh."

I

14. 21 Questions featuring Nate Dogg- The famous
Nate Dogg blesses 50 with his sultry sounding hooks.I
A track that is surprisingly respectful of women
uncharacteristic for 50. A song about love,
heartache, and longing. Regardless of your persua- I
sion we all love "girls, girls, girls, girls."

I
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15. Don't Push Me featuring Lloyd Banks and
Eminem- Lloyd Banks is arguably the tightest member of G-Unit. He'll be blowing up momentarily.
Basically, if you push 50 Cent in the wrong direction,
he will shoot you. The only place
you should push him is into
your CD player. "Don't
Push Me" is a chance
for the three M.C.s to
explain themselves.
They talk about what
they talk about to sell
records, the song Is,
of course, based on
reality.
Gotta Make It To
Heaven-A bananas Megahurtz
beat allows 50 to express his desire to
make it into heaven despite all the guns, violence,
and drugs that have surrounded him. This does not
however, dissuade him some more brilliant gun talk
and tales of violence. A fitting manner to end 50's
debut album Get Rich or Die Trying.

The CD also contains classic 50 cuts, "Wanktsa", "U
Not Like Me", and the anthemic "Your Life's On the
Line". If you were lucky enough to get one of the first
copies you also received a free DVD which really
brings out the flavor of the album. Other joints to cop
are "Guess Who's Back, God's Plan" with DJ Whoo
Kid, and the 50 Cent aka Ferrari three disc bootleg

like Dalmatians.

-----
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Ever in
the kind of mood
where you are
terribly stressed
out? Your head hurts, people are driving you insane, and that
damn person down the hall is playing that ridiculous Britney
Spears music so loud it makes you want to tear your hair out.
You feel like going to a movie. A nice, cool movie theater with
popcorn and candy not having to think at all, but rather just
enjoy a funny, silly movie? Well, I have just the sort of film for
you! Shanghai Knights, the hysterical sequel to Shanghai Noon,
staring Jackie Chan and Owen Wilson. Chan and Wilson's incredible on screen charisma and the non-stop physical humor, can
light up your day! Does there need to be a plot? Well, not really,
but here it is anyway: Chan's character, Chon Wang ("John
Wayne" as it is pronounced), finds out his father has been murdered, and the priceless heirloom of the. Chinese empire was
stolen. Wong's (or Wayne's) headstrong younger sister, Ling,
played well by Fann Wong, (a girl that could probably even kick
Chan's ass) decides to find the murderer herself, trailing him all
the way to good ole merry England.
With a collection of jibes at the English, reoccurring
jokes from the first movie, and clever historical characters,
Shanghai Knights is a comedy you would not mind paying the
eight bucks for, if only to catch the martial arts talent of Chan,
and the hilarious outtakes at the end of the movie. Escape the
stress, Bardians!

1--l!l!Y~II
that experiences, you've guessed It, thirty days of night once a year. We all know
Alaska Is the "Land of the Midnight Sun'', when in winter, there are only a couple
of hours of sunhght each day, and in summer, there are only a few hours of darkness: a phenomena recently covered in the film Insomnia. But 30 Days Of Night

7 2

Who else, In the world of science fIctIon and fantasy, would have more fun in a
world without sunlight?
Why Is this Graphic Novel (collection of comic book issues or a comic
book suited to more mature readers) of such great importance? Never mind that
30 Days Of Night got optioned to be adapted into a movie after the first issue, a
record In the current world of cinema. 30 Days of Night features some of the best
and darkest art you can find stored in baggies with cardboard. The contrast in

l

eternal light lets the artist. Ben Templesmith, to use his imagination to craft
backgrounds making the reader feel lost. The characters are drawn in such a
way that even though you can't see everything perfectly, the suspense is heightened In anticipation of what isn't shown.
The story is exceptional as well. The story begins with the introduction
of the husband and wife Sheriff duo, Eben and Stella, who find a pit dug in the
ground filled with every townspersons' cell phone, but they're all melted. Since all
com.municat1on is cut off, the reader knows someth-ing creepy is afoot, more than
even the characters know. Then the reader introduced to a creepy group of people In New Orleans who hired someone to monitor some email groups. When
signs point to an abnormality in that town, they decide to send someone to the
whitest state in our great nation, and no I don't mean Utah. Eben is forced to
make drastic decIs1ons regarding how to save what is left of his town. Eben eventually makes a decision that will shock even the most jaded readers.
It Is now collected in one spectacular 104-page collection, printed on
the finest paper in comic books and including a script for the first issue. For
ordering information check in with your friendly neighborhood comic store, or
http://www.1dwpublishing.com.
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Daredevil:

Movie Without
Much Talent

•

THE GETAWAY

___________
.....

:,_.......,by

■ Britain. Bad weather,

-make
bad teeth, bad food,
fucking great video
games. England, the littie island that could is -shield,
fast becoming ground
zero for out of control
-brains
video games. First, with
the Grand Theft Auto
series from Rockstar
Games, and now from a -same
company called Team
Soho comes: The
Getaway. Talk about off
the hook! Those Brits
have cornered the mar-well,
ket with this one.
Imagine yourself in a
Guy Ritchie film, except
darker, and with worse
acting. Now you're there.
Soho designed a game -Remember
to trump all games that
have come before.
They've recreated 40 sq.
km of London to almost
the T for the game. All
-it's
the cars in the game
are real brands, and

,~ you can Jack any car
\}" you see. Great efforts
'\ have been taken to
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by Henry Casey Ben Affleck is the man the country loves to hate right
'-·_______
___J_now,
so what does he do? Jump on the "com1c-bookturned-movie" bandwagon with Daredevil, a film that
not only bastardizes the original material, but whose
material has a fan
base so rabid about
the bastardization that
they would say of the
movie: "I despised it. I
was screaming bloody
murder, as a die hard
fan of Daredevil." But
before I can even begin, I have to give some background to the movie.
Daredevil is about Matt Murdock (Affleck), a blind probono attorney who deals out a bitter form of justice by
night in a red, horned jumpsuit, with the pseudonym:
Daredevil, the Man Without Fear. Murdock's nemesis
(both in the judicial realm and the crime-and-tights
realm) is the Kingpin, Wilson Fisk (Michael Clark
Duncan), who controls all of the crime in the city of New
York. Fisk is having trouble keeping one of his cronies,
Natchios, in check so he calls in Bullseye (Colin Farrell),
an assassin who is so accurate and creative that he
seems bored with his own deadly abilities (if you could
kill people by throwing pencils, darts or peanuts, you
would be too). There's also a plot line involving
Natchios' daughter Elektra (Jennifer Garner) who is set
on revenge. However, the real gem of the movie is Mr.
Farrell.
Colin Farrell takes the role of Bullseye and
acts like a performance artist on crack (and I hate surrealism). This guy is even more insane than Charley
Manson. The character, Bullseye, is so obsessed with
the perfection of his aim that when Daredevil screws up
his trajectory, "He made me ... miss!" becomes an actual reason to hold a grudge.
If not for a particular inflection Farrell uses when saying
his lines, the movie would have seemed even below BMovie status. When Farrell utters these words, his
stubborn, angry, shocked and laugh 'til you wet yourself funny, all at the same time. Another humorous
performance comes when Michael Clark Duncan
(whose character I have problems with). However,
Duncan did the best the he could with the role, making ,
the Kingpin into a more jovial entertaining mastermind
than the original villian could have been.
The only other positive part of Daredevil was the
way in which Daredevil could "see" even though he's supposedly blind. Since Murdock's other senses are heightened to
make up for his vision impairment, he uses his hearing to
sense where things or people are. This trick has very nice
results in the rain. Due to the noise each drop makes, he
can create an image of what's around him.
The rest of the movie was complete and total shit.
Affleck was completely devoid of any emotion in a role which
should be rife with anger and bitterness. Aside from being
somewhat pleasing to the eye, Jennifer Garner was completely empty of that which people call talent. The soundtrack was like Dawson's Creek meets the utter void of talent that was the SpiderMan soundtrack. The music completely distanced me from the movie, taking me
out rather than inviting me in.
I say 2.5 out of 5 stars. But don't lose faith in comic book movies: Ang
Lee's The Hulk is going to be incredible. If you're wondering why I gave this movie
such a high rating, a half star was added due to the amazing cameo by Kevin
Smith, which proved that he should do more talking roles.

B.J. Cresciman

this game as -mode
"real" as possible.
Take a hostage, use
them as a human
when you're -wrath
done, blast their
all over the -top
wall (oh, and It does
get on the wall), but
don't expect the
kind of free- -game
dom as the GTA
senes offers. Get
shot and you can't
move as well, cars
don't always handle
the cops will
-the
get you for anything,
including driving on
the wrong side of
the road.
where -and
you are kids. The
game boasts real
actors, and even a
real plot. but let's
not kid ourselves,
still a video
-them
game. But, the missions are fun. Some
are very difficult,
and when all are finished, Free Roam

is
•
unlocked and
you can
unleash you
on
London. On
of all of
that, The
Getaway is in
fact the first
for a
■
maJor platform
that makes
use liberal use
of the word
fuck, paving
way for
future fuckfilled video
games for your
little brothers
sisters to ■
beg your parents for. Do
yourself a
favor, buy the
game. Do
a favor,
hand rt down
when you get
sick of it.

■
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Strike a Blow for the Anti-War Movement
Cutting school can be an educational venture in college.

I

by Ali Tonak
FellowBard students,
In the past days I have been trying to talk with as many people as possibleto understand the campus reaction to the strike. While there are many pe9ple who are in support of it, there are also people who are against this war but think that the strike is a "stupid idea". Their arguments are centered on;
1. "Books not Bombs? How does a strike translate into Books not Bombs?
2. "How 1sthis effective?"
3. "Whydon't we just do it on the weekend or on an eveningso we can go to classes and to the
events?''
4. "Bard is irrelevantfor a strike, we are not a state universitythat receivesfederal funding."
5. "I'm payingthousands of dollars to go to this school, I can't not go to class."

A college education is not
like a calling card. We are
not here to buy minutes of
class-time.
1) "Books not Bombs? How does a strike translate into Books not
Bombs?

4) "Bard is irrelevant for a strike, we are not a state university that
receives federal funding."
Even if we were to disregardthe many federal scholarships(i.e. work study) Bard students
receive,the war does have a direct effect on the resourcesavailable to Bard College.Ask any
head of a division at Bard and you will hear them tell you that their budget is the lowest it has
ever been in years. Hundredsof cities around the nation (includingChicago,Philadelphiaand
Atlanta have passed anti-war resolutionsciting
http://www.ips-<:lc.org/citiesforpeace/resolutions.htm)
that this war is unreasonablewith the current economic crises we are in. As an educational
institution it is a bit more complicatedfor Bard to pass such a resolution but we as the students, faculty and staff of Bard Collegecan make our opposition and dedication visible
through this strike.

. 5) "I'm paying thousands of dollars to go to this school, I can't not go
to class."

As put eloquently in the Q&Afor the strike "Thisstrike is not against education,for what will truly
d1Srupteducation is another war." First of all the strike is being organizedin such a way that education at Bard will continue, but not through regular classes and instead through teach-insand dis- A college education is not like a calling card. We are not here to buy minutes of class-timein
whateversubject that you are interested in. A library will also serve the same purpose. Higbercussions.many of them conducted by faculty members.
level education and being a collegestudent is more than passivelyabsorbing or even participating in class. As a future generationthat will be shaped by the events we are experiencing
Regardless,when we look past the day of march 5th it is easy to see that war and education are
right now we have an obligationto act out in our opposition and to transform Bard into a voice
1ncompat1ble.
Truth is the first casualty of war. The implicationsof the Patriot Act have already
of reason against this war.
given us a taste of how a perpetual war state will silencethe free minds of today. If you think that
this is inapplicableto Bard right now,just ask any
student from the Middle East if she or he would feel comfortable expressinganti-waropinions pub- In ending this letter I would like to reproducea section from "No More Unto the Breach"by
Jonathan Schellfrom this month's Harpers Magazine.Schell draws parallels between the
licly.
period around WorldWar I and today:
In addition to this we must also look at the future of education at places other than Bard. The
planned war against terror has alreadycut the budgets of many state universitiesand the public
school system. The effects of war on social programsand education are not that distant from us.
To learn more about the economic effect war has had on the education of American children I recommend Konner and Maggie'steach-in
"Moneyfor war, but what about Poughkeepsie?"on the day of the strike.

"Theseare times that call for exceptionalvigilance,because what is at stake is not just who
will win and who will lose but the rules by which everyonewill have to play from then on. What
is decided then, whether by accident or design,will be decided for a long time; what is founded then will endure; and what disappearsthen will likely be gone forever."
TOGETHER
WE CANSTOPTHISWAR!

2) "How is this effective?"
Imaginethat on March 5 life as usual came to a halt at Bard Collegeand at hundreds of other co~
leges,universitiesand high schools around the US.Such a unified opposition to a planed war
would send a clear signal to the current administration that their policieswill not be tolerated by
______
__,the American public.
Apart from acting in solidarity with
educational institutions around the
nation, a successfulstrike will have
an immense effect on the local
level.It will send a messageto the
<community that as an integral part
of this region we are not silent in
our oppositionto the war and are
willingto act against it. Media coverage is undoubtedlya crucial element of this and that is exactlyone
of the fruits that the strike will bare.
If you have any doubts about how a powerful student movement can shape to policies and public
opinion of a country I urge you to attend the presentationand discussion on ''the student movements of 1968" on the day of the strike or to remember the constant referencesto the importance of the student movement in stopping the Vietnam War.

3) "Why don't we just do it on the weekend or on an evening so we can
go to classes and to the events?"
This seems to be the most common argument against the strike. In fact some students are planning to go to their classes and then go to events with whatevertime they have left. It is important
that the strike disrupt the progressionof routine daily life in order to illustrate the potential power
the anti-war movement possesses.Collegesand universitiesare an vital part of Americansociety
and I have no doubt that a successful rehearsal now for a largerand longer strike during an "actual" war will send a clear warning to the government.
The hesitation is partly because students are afraid of missing class and partly becausesome students don't want to miss class. On the former argument it is important to remember that if we do
not go to class there will be no class and nothing will be missed.The second argument is ultimately an issue of sacrifice.Are you willing to sacrifice one lesson of Spanish, Intermediate
Macroeconomicsor Painting in order to create a day of resistanceand discussionwithin the Bard
community? In making this value judgment we need to understand the catastrophic consequences th1Swar willhave here at home and abroad; check out,
http//www.zmag.org/CrisesCurEvts/lraq/lraqCrisis.htm.
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the drab report

Eve and Adam

by Michael Marlin,Jr.

The Language Police and other thoughts on political correctness

I

by jJacqueline Moss

replace with "suffragist", but suffragette
specifically refers to women who advocated for their right to vote). These
words exist to make history and Ian-·
guage interesting, and to create depth
and help people understand ideas, text,
and images. The effect of gradually
whittling down language so no one will
find offence with what we say will be the
creation of a society which speaks and
lives in terms of mono-syllabic, dull
words.

People who believe the Biblical
story of Adam and Eve as a literal history of the origins of man are fanatics.
Many elderly people, especially in the
South, tend to interpret the Old
Testament as a literal history of the origins of man and the creation of the
Earth. Many of these people are called
fundamentalists. One of the most infamous religious/social sects that believe
in the literal interpretation of the Bible,
is the Ku Klux Klan (KKK), as well as
hatred towards people of other races,
religions, and fife styles. Often times
fundamental Christians invoke the
dogma of the Bible to support their
beliefs and as a justification for their
actions.
The above statement isn't polit1cally correct, nor is it even an accurate
statement. and now, many of the words
used in the paragraph above will be
banned for use in textbooks and tests.
Can you guess which words will be cut?
I recently received the March
The art of language would be
edIt1on of The Atlantic Monthly in my
dead.
mail box. I flipped through the magaBanning words and stereotypes
zine, reading the shorter articles first,
that may be offensive also denies the
planning on going back to the longer
past. For example, one of the stereoones when I had more time.
types banned in text, illustration, and
Nonchalantly flipping through the pages,
reading passages are: Hispanics who
I suddenly stopped, my curiosity aroused
are migrant workers, Older people (elderby the title on page 82: "The Language
ly not used because it is banned) in
Police".
nursing homes or with canes, walkers,
"The Language Police" was simwheelchairs, orthopedic shoes, or eyeply a listing of words and stereotypes
glasses, and African Americans in
banned in a glossary complied by a hiscrowed tenements on chaotic streets.
tonan, based on bias guidelines issued
I am not racist; to me, people
by educational publishers and state
are people and people are different, and
agencies for use in K-12 textbooks and
that's the way it is. However, many
tests. I read some of the banned stereoHispanics were migrant workers, not all
types and words in amazement, torn
Hispanics. But, because many
between laughter and horror. After
Hispanics could not get U.S. citizenship
laughter and anger subsided, I considdue to immigration quotas, they would
ered what the ban of these words will
often cross the southern border and
mean for children in the K-12 system
work as migrant workers picking fruit or
now. as well as future student_s._lf_w_e
______________
_
proh1b1t words, or even
stereotypes, from the
language used to educate children. we will
leave children at a disadvantage In terms of
their vocabulary, but
also in their understanding of history.
Words such
as: extremist (ethnocentric. replace with
"believer". "follower". or
adherent) -so the
Taliban Isn·t an extremist group?, cult (ethnoperforming other seasonal jobs. Being a
centric), snowman (now "snow person"-!
migrant worker wasn't pleasant, and ceram extremely indigent), Middle East
tainly not all Hispanics were migrant
(banned because Il is Eurocentric),
workers, but the history of Hispanic
maJonty group (I don't understand this,
migrant workers is important not only to
the article JUSl says its "offensive"),
Hispanic history, but to the history of the
bookworm (offensive, replace with "intelUnited States.
lectual"), the deaf (offensive), insane
The prohibition of depicting
(offensive). sufferer of cerebral palsy
elderly people, as, well, elderly, is ridicu(offensive. replace with "person who has
lous. Elderly people usually do have
·
loss of muscle control". but that could
health problems, which often require the
include all sorts of medical conditions,
use of canes, walkers, wheelchairs,
like muscular dystrophy, and cerebral
orthopedic shoes, eyeglasses or for
palsy Is the legitimate medical name for
some elderly people to be put in nursing
the disease). and suffragette (sexist.
homes. My parents wear glasses, yes,

they're getting older, as we all are, and it
is commonplace for people, when they
reach middle age and get older, to need
eyeglasses in order to see. Your eyesight gets worse as you get older, it's a
fact of life. So, what message does banning the depiction of the need/dependency of elderly people on aides to help
their hearing, sight, and/or mobility?
That age and death doesn't happen?
That we're all going to stay young, beautiful, and healthy forever? That's just
not true.
Finally, the
last banned stereotype in my example,
that of depicting
African Americans as
living in crowed tenements on chaotic
streets, is dangerous
because many African
Americans, for a long
time, were confined
to crowed tenements
on chaotic streets- as
were Hispanics, Jews,
Italians, Russians,
Irish, Greeks, Asians, and other ethnic
groups. Tenements, shetls, barrios,
were, and stitl are, horrible places to
live. No one should have to live like
that, but to ban the depiction of people
of certain races or ethnic groups living
in the horrendous conditions of tenements is to deny the past. Not only that,
but is the depiction of African Americans
living in the shanty towns of South Africa
to be banned too? People all over the
world: Black, White, Asian, Hispanic,
South-East Islander, Hindi, Muslim,
Jewish, Buddhist, Catholic, Protestant,
still live in tenements in chaotic streets.
By banning this stereotype of African
Americans, the door opens to denying,
pretty-ing, and revising not only history,
but also the present. Stereotypes exist
because there is a bit of truth hidden
within them, and people who believe
stereotypes as truth, are ignorant and
discriminatory. And chances are, eliminating the use of stereotypes from educational and testing materials won't
make people less discriminatory or judgmental, and won't convince those who
believe stereotypes they are wrong.
Here are the banned words I
used in the first paragraph of the article:
-Adam and Eve (sexist, replace
with Eve and Adam, "to demonstrate
that males do not take priority over
females) -Excuse me, but how many kids
will read sexism into that, and isn't giving Eve priority over Adam sexism too?
Does this really matter? No Not unless
boys grow up to beat their girlfriends
because Adam came before Eve, and
thus felt entitled to having priority over
females.
- fanatics (ethnocentric, replace
with "believer", "follower", or adherent)
-elderly people (ageist, replace
with "older people")
-sect (ethnocentric, when referring to a
religious group, unless it is separated
from and established religion) -So, who
decides what an established religion is?
-dogma (ethnocentric, replace
with "doctrine" or "belief") -So the
rhetoric used by the Catholic Church is
no longer rhetoric?

Banning wo.rds ap.d..
stereotypes that may
be offensive denies
the past.
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People are people
and, people are different, and that's
the way it is.

BushSays Doorknobto World
World maintains it never farted zn the first place.
by !Ben Dangl
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At a recent press conference, Bill Koplin, from
The Newer York Magazine, asked Colin Powell the question on everyone's: "Why do you ask to be called Colon
and not Colin? Isn't colon a body part and not a name?"
Mr. Powell characteristically
diverted the question by saying such things as "UH, uh, we must attack Iraq, uh, uh
Omaha is not a state. No wait, we will invade the Maple
Leaf Menace to our north, then bomb Paris ... l mean, when
I was fifteen I was bitten in the face by a bear ... "
To which the confused reporter, Bill Koplin said, "That's

very interesting, Mr. Powell. Would you also mind commenting on the allegation that the computer images you
presented to the U.N. of Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, were actually from an Atari video game cartridge
found in the desert outside Baghdad?"
Mr. Powell responded with, "And how does that not constitute a threat?"
The following week, George W. Bush, was seen
tabling for support at the anti-war protest in NYC. Bush
wanted to try one last time to convince the American people the US needs to invade Iraq.
The President was
...continued on page 15..
handing out flyers he had

Soap, paved roads, and washing
machines that work.
This is all I want.
Better
yet, this is all I have wanted since
my Freshman year. And now, with
only a couple months left of my
Bard education,
things have not
changed.
Students can protest the
war, the loss of our Old Gym, the
cafe in Manor. .. but all I want are
some basic things that I believe I
am entitled to as a student here,
or at any college.
The total cost of learning
and living at Bard these days is
close to $40,000
a year, and It
will only continue
to increase.
When, then, will soap dispensers
be placed in every dorm on campus?
When will the roads that
STUDENTS
use
on
campusbehind the gymnasium, the Kline
parking lot, the South Hall lot, the
Cruger Village lot-when
will these
be made so that we can actually
drive on them without
getting
stuck in the mud or ruining the
alignment of our cars? When will
students
be able to wash their
clothes in their own dorms with
machines
that work and don't
steal their money?
How long do we have to
keep asking for these things?
What are the reasons for
these shortcomings?
They remain
mysteries even today.
As a Peer
Counselor I would think I might be
privy to some secret information
about why these simple matters
are constantly
pushed aside and
ignored. But despite my questioning, I have no definite
answers
and, apparently, neither does anyone else.
The washing
machines
are apparently run by some company whose contract binds us to
them indefinitely!
I get the sense
that-even
if there was no longer a
Bard College-there
would still be
the broken washing machines.
The · soap
dispensers?
The only remotely
reasonable
explanation
(emphasis on remotely) I've been given
for their
absence
is that they cost too
much to maintain.
What kind of
ridiculous logic is that? I'd rather
the snow not be plowed than not
have soap dispensers.
I'd rather
not have Ethernet access or shuttle busses.
Every student should
be able to wash his or her hands
in a 30+ resident dormitory!
For
$40k a year, they should practically have shampoo dispensers!
The unpaved roads are a
clear example of where students
fall on the ladder of importance at
this school.
Yes, Mr. President,
we are hear to learn, not to drive
automobiles,
but, whether
you
like it or not, some of us like a
mixture of both, and therefore we
deserve pavement!
When I first
came to school here, there were
many unpaved roads. But, as new
buildings
were built and offices
were moved, some of these roads

... continued on page 15..

The opinions and ideas expressed in
the Observer do nor necessarily reflect
the views of fhe Observer staff. Each
writer ls a member of the.Bard
Community who publishes hts/her
views at liis/her own discretion. If you
would like to express your opinion in
the Observer, send it viaemail to
observer@bard.edu, by cawpus mail
to Observer, O( drop it off at the office
in the basement of Tewksbury.

W-orldPublic Opinion and the lJ.S.
What the world reallythinks of us

by

!Kelly Burdick

I

In a press conference
at
the White House this past week,
a reporter
asked President
Bush
1f the international
protest
against plans for a pre-emptive
strike against Iraq might affect
his decision
in the coming
weeks.
President
Bush replied,
1n typical Bushian
fashion,
by stating
that reconsidering
the administration's
current
position
on
Iraq based in light
of the protests
was
"like deciding,
well,
I'm going to decide
policy based upon a
focus group."

ments above, will announce---in
one monolithic
voice---the
sentiments and intentions
of the
U.S.
I think Edward Said
expressed
this quite eloquently
when he wrote, "It has finally
become intolerable
to listen to
or look at news in this country.
I've told myself over and over
again that one ought to leaf

Bush ... will
announce---1n one
monolithic voice--the sentiments and
intentions of the

Bush's
response comes as
no surprise,
especially when the
country elects (or
appoints
as it may
be) a businessman
instead of a statesman. Hidden in
Bush's dismissal
of the importance of even a 'focus group' is
the idea that a war against Iraq
should be pushed, without
consultation,
on the American
and
International
communities.
The
Bush administration,
disregarding massive opposition
for a
clandestine
military
endeavor,
leaves no room for diplomacy.
Bush, as evidenced
by his com-

U.S.
through the daily papers and
turn on the TV for the national
news every evening, just to find
out what 'the country'
is thinking and planning,
but patience
and masochism
have their limits." (AI-Ahram Weekly, 19
February 2003).
The citizens
of
this country are being told what
they believe by the government
and now that government
will

act, not based on what the people want, but on what the government
wants the people to
want.
Whether or not we can
hold out hope for any sort of
enlightenment
is an inane question.
If we can have any hope
at all, it might be the encouragement from our international
neighbors
who are increasingly
making their opinions
known.
For one, and as Jonathan
Schell in reports this week's
Nation (Time Magazine's
European
Edition),
which polled
its readers to see who is perceived to be biggest threat to
world peace.
The reply?
An
overwhelming
majority
of
European
readers (83% of the
268,000
surveyed)
say the
Un1ted•States
is biggest threat
to world peace.
Others surveyed are practically
divided;
8% say North Korea and 9% say
Iraq.
Perhaps the true threats
are becoming
clearer.
Alas, the
truth is told on the wrong side
of the Atlantic.
Even The New York
Times acknowledged
these opinions of the International
community.
Patrick Tyler wrote,
"There may still be two superpowers on the planet: the
United States and world public
opinion."
I suppose we will just
wait and see what Bush has in
store for us next.

The Bush Legacy Continue
apparently made himself. On the flyers was a
simple message outlined
1n boldfaced letters. People were happily accepting the
flyers, and sometimes even took more than one. Bush
was ecstatic; he thought he was finally helping the
American people see the truth.
Then Bush realized what was going on when
one person told him, "Mr. President, I think the message
on your flyer is spelled backwards." It was. President

... continued from page 14...

the drab report
... continued from page 14...
were paved to accommodate professors and visitors.
The roads that
remain unpaved and covered with so
many holes that they can barely be
walked on, let alone driven on, are
the roads that are used by students
only.
Even the
road
outside

•••

Bush had made a fatal mistake. What Bush did not
realize, was that, "Saddam Hussein is a homicidal dictator addicted to weapons of mass destruction" spelled
backwards says, "One coupon for a free hot chocolate at
Stewarts.•
But don't worry, the Bush l:.egacy will continue.
After George W. wins again in the 2004 elections, Jeb,
his brother in Florida will become president in 2008.
And by then, one of their kids will be old enough to run.

Reslife's
Brook
House is fairly
smooth, despite that it is unpaved.
But, travel down a bit further where
the road leads to the Village dorms,
where no important offices are kept,
and the road is a disaster. And the
student
parking lots?
Forget it.
There are accidents every day! All it
takes is some asphalt and some
paint, and there you go ... a real, safe

Me

parking lot!
Soap,
paved roads,
and
washing machines that work. Is that
so much to ask for? We have given
so much to this expensive and "prestigious• school, and yet the simplest
things that make up the quality of
life on campus remain shoddy, poor
excuses for an accommodating environment.

Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
I kinda sorta got it bad for this
professor of mine. She is probably the
hottest female on Bard campus right now
and we have been meeting for discussions twice a week for a while now. The
only problem is it seems that every guy in
our class wants her in the same way.
How can I get her alone?
"Glenn Cooper"
Dearest Glen,
There isn't much that suggests that this
lady of knowledge has anything more
than a lesson for you. These meetings
that you have been having are known to
many as class, a requirement at Bard,
not a flirting frenzy. There isn't much of
a chance that you're going to get this
love alone and if you do, it will be for a
meeting to tell you to pay more attention
to things that concern you.
Miss L.
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
My name is "Walter." I have a
girlfriend named •Jessica• and everyone
tells me she is really hot. But every time
I reach out to her· my wrist falls limp.
What does it all mean?
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Dear "Walter;
You're gay. I don't know what
else to tell you.
Miss L.
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
My boyfriend had told me tha.
through inheritance he was worth millions, but in fact this was not the case.
He lied. The truth was he works part
time construction on the Frank Gehry
Building. Should I stay with him - or
what?
Nina Parker
Dear Ms. Parker,
Leave this loser behind. His
lies prove he isn't worth your time, plus,
without the millions he should most definitely never be lying to nobody. Only the
very wealthy cah afford lies like those.
Miss L.

My trumpet
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KEEPPUNCHING WITH JACKIELaDUKE
49 Seconds!

7 S

Growing up as an avid Nintendo fan, my game of choice ever since I was introduced to It was Mike Tyson's Punch Out. I remember chatting it up with the boys In my 4th
grade class about the best moves to use to beat Soda Popinski. Not until I acquired some knowledge and technique did I defeat the boob-shaking Super Macho Man and move
onto Mike Tyson. Prior to this I had only seen his face at the beginning of the game on the blue screen when he winks at the players, and only heard his name in the news when
the rape charges came up. After seeing Mike Tyson's awesome and what I thought to be unreal power in the game (one punch and Little Mac was KOed), I eventually gave up and
moved onto the more "typical girl games" such as the Super Mano series. Once I was asked why every girl's favorite game is Super Mano 3.
Mike Tyson pretty much disappeared from my life at that point. I wasn't reintroduced to him until I came to Bard and met this mysterious guy who for some reason
adored Mike Tyson. He even wore a Tyson t-shirt the day we arrived in South Hall, Annandale On Hudson, NY (guess who!). Upon meeting this guy, I started seeing more and more
of Mike Tyson. I saw fIgt,ts from when he was really young, the fight where he pretended to be a cannibal, and I started to become a fan of this animal. I even woke up at 4am the
day after I got to Bosnia last summer to watch his fight with Lewis (I won't talk about how much of a disappointment that was!). So when I was invited to watch the most recent
fight live (on air of course), I Jumped at the opportunity. Mike Tyson made his return to the nng on February 22nd against Clifford Etienne. My host and I suited up In our Mike
Tyson gear and hopped down to Long Island to watch. Pre-fight we had some nice conversations with
an older gentleman named "Jimmy" who couldn't remember which sport they kick the ball in. I kindly
reminded him that It was soccer. He then told us some stories about Etienne's trainer and how he
saw him on the subway. We had ordered the channel earlier and were planning to watch the Jay-Z
concert before the fight. However, when 9 o'clock rolled around and we finished our Chinese food,
the channel wasn't coming in. After several calls to the cable company, I was awakened with "Jigga
what?" and then some grunting, very typical of Jay-Z. So I knew It was on. The concert was amusing ...
In the middle of things, Jay-Z stopped his music and all of a sudden Tupac came over the sound system. followed by Biggie. Jay-Z constantly kept asking for the audience's help. Finally, confetti spread
out all over the place and the scene was changed from the concert to the arena.
There were some clips of short interviews with both Etienne and Tyson beforehand, along
with my first video sight of Tyson's new tattoo. He has an African tribal tattoo covering the left side of
his face near his eye. This was also interesting. Tyson seemed really prepared for the fight. It was
mentioned that he was much more focused and mentally prepared for this fight tti,an he had been
for the Lewis fight. When it was time for the fighters to come out, Mystikal came out to the ring and
started rapping his song "DANGER!"as Etienne made his entrance. Was this supposed to be a hint
that Tyson was in danger? Etienne came out in his fancy sparkly red trunks and matching robe. He
did a little dance to Mystikal's rendition and then appeared to be warming up for the fight. Tyson had
a much more simple approach. He had no background music and came out in his plain black trunks,
no socks, and white t-shirt towel. The ref explained the rules (like either of these guys needed this)
and then commented on Tyson's high trunks. He said that he would be watching him to make sure
they didn't ride up anymore. As the fight started, they both traded some good punches as well as
some pretty crappy misses. The first memorable part for me was when it looked like Etienne pushed
Tyson into the ropes and onto the ground. However, later we found out that Tyson actually pulled Etienne down (If you go back and look at Etienne's lips at the time he said "he
pulled me down!"). Shortly after that, Tyson threw a left hook, missed, then stepped back and threw a straight right into the left side of Etienne's face and the Black Rhino was
knocked out. And that was it...it was all over in a mere 49 seconds! It was very surprising, but for me it was reminiscent of Punch Out. One good hard punch and he was down. As
Etienne fell, it looked as though his right leg bent back and then sprung up and he fell right on his ass. He ripped his mouthguard out of his mouth, obviously remembering that
his $900,000 was safely in the bank. The fight was very quick, but a good jump start for getting Tyson back into his boxing career and another shot at the title.
After the fight was the most interesting part of it for me. When the reporters approached Tyson, they first asked him what Etienne said in his ear right after the fight.
Etienne told Tyson to stop bullshitting and get serious about his career, to which Iron Mike acknowledged that Etienne spoke the truth. The second thing was whether or not he
was really sick this past week, amidst all of the ruckus calling the fight off then back on, then off, then back on again. Mike's response was •1 broke my back." When they asked
him exactly what he meant by that he said, "My back is broken." Then they asked him if the problem was an injured vertebrae or what, and he said "It's spinal." Whatever that
means ... That had to be one of the most comical sides of Tyson I have seen. The rest of the interview, and the other two that I saw later on ESPN as well, were also funny and
interesting ... Tyson was really talkative, friendly, and seemed quite honest about his place in the boxing world these days. He said he isn't yet ready to fight Lewis again, "needs
more rounds", and "Is a Muslim", when asked about his will to fight more soon.
All in all, this was a good, interesting experience for me. I was very happy to see Tyson win, and was even happier and in a much better mood after hearing his funny
comments about his "broken back" due to the motorcycle accident he had in '97! I hope to see him fight Lewis in June again ... and I am sure next time he will prove to be a much
more mature, but revitalized Tyson like the one I used to fight in Punch Out.

ROY JONES JR, THE NEWWBA HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION

by Sean Sullivan

Pound4Pound King, and undisputed Light-Heavyweight champion, Roy Jones, Jr. took on the biggest challenge of his career last Saturday night on
· March 1st (Jackie's birthday) and astonished everyone who witnessed the fight. Coming in at 199 pounds, Roy gave up a 27 pound weight disadvantage to the current WBA heavyweight belt holder, John Ruiz, the first Hispanic heavyweight champ. However, that disadvantage, nor anything else
counting against Roy, seemed to faze him in his quest to become only the second man in history to move from a middleweight title to a winning a
heavyweight title. The last time this feat was accomplished was back in 1897 when England's Bob Fitzsimmons took out Jim Corbett with a single body
shot in the 14th round. Roy also became only the second light-heavyweight champion to become a heavyweight champion. The first man to tackle this
''teat was Michael Spinks, in 1985, when he decisioned Larry Holmes over 15 rounds. Roy pretty much dominated the whole fight, probably winning
nine of the twelve rounds, putting on a boxing clinic outclassing and outgunning the clueless Ruiz. Roy tasted heavyweight power for the first time in
the first round, and was visibly shaken, but he took it well, coming back with a vicious combination of his own. After that first round, Ruiz settled into a
plodding mode for the rest of the fight, and let Roy dictate the pace. The final decision was unanimous with the scores reading 118-110, 1f6-112, and
117-111. Roy certainly shut the mouths of his critics who criticized him for never taking on a serious challenge. Well, Roy took on a big challenge this time, and not only did it in a
dominate fashion, he made history as well.

Men's Basketball Program Finishes A Successful Season
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"Tradition. pride, and respect," are head coach Chris Wood's three main
tenets for the Bard men's basketball program. The 2002-03 Raptors came a
long way in accomplishing those goals, as a fresh cast of players worked hard to
establish a new identity for the team.
Bard finished the season with a 9-13 record, which marked their most
wins in 20 years. But this season was orientated around more than just wins
and losses; It was about creating a new pride and ethic for a team which in the
past has rarely enJoyed a notable presence on campus. In his first year as head
coach, Mr. Wood set out to raise the profile of the program. Six new players
were brought onto the team, the team's schedule was upgraded to include
Skidmore, Vassar, and the University of Maine, among others. Coach Wood also
specifically praised the efforts of assistant coaches Keith Belfield and John
Kelly, Jr.
"We really wanted this season to be the foundation of a tradition for
Bard basketball," said Coach Wood. "Our players will succeed as students first,
and athletes second."
The team also established itself as a positive contributor to the Bard
community. Over the school's family weekend last November, players participated in a campus clean up with Bard's Buildings and Ground5 Department.
On the court, the young and inexperienced Raptors quickly became a
formidable challenge to opposing teams. Freshman Adam Turner was a four-time
Hudson Valley Men's Athletic Conference Player of the Week winner, and finished
fifth in the nation in Division Ill scoring at an average of 25.4 points per game.
He also broke the single season school scoring record, eclipsing Jim Weisiger's
20 year old mark of 516 points in the last game of the season. Turner finished
the season with 531 points and was named to the HVMAC's all conference team.
The backcourt, anchored by the season-long steady play of sophomore
Isak Mendes and freshman Collin Orcutt (13.2 points per game), received a
proverbial shot in the arm when the mercurial sophomore Drew McCormick transferred from SUNY-Stony Brook in mid-season to play point guard.
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by Tai Tokeshi

On the wing, freshman Alexei Phillips provided a three point threat and
shot 40 percent from the field, and transfer Nick Henderson from Antioch
College added depth and rebounding ability.
The frontcourt featured a solid rotation of hard working forwards, including Turner, sophomores David Dash (6.3 rebounds per game) and Hank Skulstad,
senior Raimondo Chiari, and freshman Ethan Abramson.
On "Senior Night" against the rival Hampshire Black Sheep, the largest
crowd of the season came to assess the Raptors' progress and bid the "Italian
Stallion" Chiari farewell. The Raptors did not disappoint, as they utilized a full
court press to outrun the Black Sheep, and won 79-42.
"The game against Hampshire was satisfying because of the crowd support," said Coach Wood. "Raimondo left to a standing ovation," adding that "Rai
was a great captain and the type of guy that I'm happy I had the chance to meet
and coach."
The victory against Hampshire was an appropriate finish to a season in which
the Raptors laid the foundation for the program. All eyes are fixed on the future
of Bard basketball, which looks very bright, with 19 students from the applicant
pool of next year's incoming class expressing interest in joining the team.
"We knew that this year was going to be a learning process," said
Orcutt. "For a lot of us and for Coach, it was our first year at this level, but we
came together and we should be really good next year."
Turner agreed, saying "Sometimes at the beginning of the year we tiad
trouble with our plays, but at the end, we were all on point. Next year we're
going to be 10 times the team we were this year."
All predictions for next season aside, this year's Raptors were very competitive and a fun team to watch, proving that the gap between academics and
athletics at Bard is narrowing.
"I'm just very pleased with how the season unfolded,"' concluded Coach
Wood. "I'm proud of this group of young men and what they accomplished."
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MARCH 8th: "ESP"
How aware are you of your environment?How aware are you of
what people think on issues such
as politics, sex, drugs, and various other topics? Think you really know Bard students? How it
works ...Participating students are
tested on their awareness of what
people around them are thinking.
Points are awarded to individuals
based on their ability to predict
how the group anonymously
responds to each question.

!Josey's World
Winner walks away with $200 cash prize!
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Josey knows fun ...

by Lenny
Reibstein
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Smoke Pot, Not Iraq
by Jacob Cottingham, p. 2
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White Powder All Over Bard College
by Jacqueline Moss p. 5
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Give me a beer and I'll give your club a vote...

Fortunately, snorting this stuff won't mess with your brain, man.
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Bjorn's Qorner
by Bjorn Quenemeon p. 7
Free the Mustard! Bring back the world's favorite condiment...

Vaginas on Parade
by Andrew Gori, p. 10
The Vagina Monologues come with hype, but can Bard's version back 1t up?...
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The Guy at Kline, p. 15
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See your fellow Bard students respond on the spot to a random question.
Courtesy Jamie Newman & Michael Morini.
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Strike a Blow for the Anti-War Movement, p. 13
by Ali Tonak
Don't just skip class. Slip class with with reason ...
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Sports! pp. 16
Keep Punching w1th...Jack1e LaDuke???
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